One dark evening, Tom and Elena were making a campfire.

"Maybe roasting marshmallows and making a campfire was a good idea after all." Elena exclaimed.

"Make sure you get lots of rest." Said Tom to Elena while she tickled the back of Silver’s ears. Silver howled soft and lightly in agreement.

Suddenly, Tom saw something move. He thought he saw the grass move, could it be? Then Tom thought his mind was playing tricks on him.

Just then, something else caught his attention. Elena was GONE! Silver was growling with frustration. Tom bolted to the tent for his sword and shield and Elena’s bow and arrows.

But alas, when Tom got to the tent, his sword and shield and Elena’s weapons were gone as well! Tom felt very threatened by this.

Suddenly, Silver pounced on Tom. That’s when Tom noticed something: Silver’s eyes were blood red instead of sunshine yellow.

Then, Silver spoke...
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